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STRAND DIMMERS 

Slider dimmer with 

cover fitt ed , showing 

g rad uat e d scal e. 

SLIDER TYPE 

SPECIFICATION 

Slider dimmer with 

cover removed to 

show interior . 

H.11 

General Construction.-Resistance elements are fitted between cast end-plates and enclosed with 
substantial sheet metal louvered guards , so arranged that they form a narrow slot through which the operating 
knob projects. A scale, graduated from 0 to 10, is fitted to the cover. Terminals are fitted at one end and 
slotted lugs are provided for fixing. 

Resistance Elements.-These consist of best quality slate formers with carefully graduated windings of 
nickel copper alloy wire . Brass studs of ample size are provided for 'full on' and 'off' positions. 
Great care is taken in calculating windings to ensure that an even and progressive variation in light is achieved 
throughout the whole of the brush travel. 

Brushgear.-A pair of self-lubricating copper graphitic brushes are fitted as standard, these being car ried 
in an aluminium die cast carriage with a moulded bakelite operating knob, the whole sliding on a substantial 
brass rod . 
The use of copper graphitic brushes and the design of brush carriage ensure a smooth , effortless movement 
over the whole travel. 

Terminals.-A terminal block consisting of an ebonite former with brass inserts is fitted to end plate. 

Off Position.-A quick break switch is fitted at 'Dim' end of travel to switch off the dimmer. This is operated 
by a flicker fitted to the brush carriage and is so arranged that it is impossible to break circuit accidentally . 

Finish.-End plates and guards are stove enamelled hammered grey. 
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See overleaf for ranges, dimensions, and prices. 
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